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Background
●

April 2014: publication of the FPB’s regulations with updated fees & tariﬀs
○

Fees for ISPs went up to R529pa, and regulations introduced a ‘licensing
fee’ of ‘up to’ R750k pa for online distribution

●

September 2014: FPB conﬁrmed in Parly that legislative amendments are to be
made to the FPB Act (1996) in order “to allow for better regulation of online
content distribution”

●

Post Ocotber 2014: FPB further told parliament that they had now signed online
distribution agreements with Altech, Apple and Google, although it is not quite
clear what these agreements are

Rationale
●

Stated objective of the FPB is: “to allow for better regulation of online content
distribution”, and “to be able to fully regulate the Internet by 2017”

●

The FPB's current regulatory regime is outdated and needs to keep in pace with
changes in the sector
○

Online media content (incl. UGC) is fast becoming the most popular media
consumed by people

○

FPB currently has limited capacity and procedures for the regulation of
content distributed online and mobile platforms

○

Current procedures of the FPB focus on submission of physical material
which is perused by classiﬁers prior to reaching a classiﬁcation decision.

○

FPB concerned by the impact of unrated content on minors

The Regulations
●

On a very high level, the new proposals require that, to be compliant, all online
distributors should:
○

Register as an online distributor of content locally

○

Submit all content (eg: all iTunes videos and songs in the case of a
company like Apple) to the FPB for classiﬁcation

○

Pay an online distribution licence fee of up to R750 000 per annum, per
service “at the discretion of the executive committee”

Things that make you go hmmmm: the procedural
●

There are many of them, but to mention just a few:
○

How have these regulations (and fees) come about?

○

Have there been any industry consultations?

○

As the FPB has already said, a legislative overhaul is in the making, but then
why forge ahead with new regulations which may be outdated by the
proposed new changes to the FPB Act?

○

Are we reinventing the wheel? Aren’t there any international best practices
that the FPB can learn from?

Things that make you go hmmmm: the Constitutional
●

The policy provides that it is impermissible to distribute digital content in the
South Africa unless such content is ﬁrst classiﬁed and the classiﬁcation is
displayed on the content
○

This is not true e.g. the SC in a case between e-tv and the DPP ruled that
“the prior restraint of publication, though occasionally necessary in serious
cases, is a drastic interference with freedom of speech and should only be
ordered where there is a substantial risk of grave injustice”

○

“freedom of expression, unlike some other rights, does not require
regulation to give it eﬀect, regulating the right amounts to limiting it.”

●

How do we deﬁne “community standards” (Guiding Principle 2)?

●

Is this Policy intended to be read in conjunction with the FPB Bill (2014)? Are we
commenting in the dark?

Things that make you go hmmmm: the ﬁnancial
●

The distribution fee of ‘up to R750 000’ per annum per service is, too exorbitant
for a budding online video South African market

●

In terms of this, there are a few more things:
○

How did the FPB come about this fee?

○

Viability for small businesses?

○

Foreign investment: Apple, Amazon, Google, etc

○

A threat to a healthy ecosystem

○

Fees payable: Is there a ‘sliding scale’? As an an administrative body, the
FPB needs to publish how they have applied their minds to this issue

Things that make you go hmmmm: the technical
●

Up to 300 hours of content are uploaded on YT every minute! (48 hours when I
joined Google in 2011)

●

Most content providers already have their own comparable methods of selfclassiﬁcation. In some cases, these voluntary ratings are more granular (and
stricter) than the FPB ratings systems (for example, pornography is not allowed
on Microsoft Windows Store, Google Play and on YouTube)

●

In short, it may not be technically feasible for distributors to carry the FPB’s
classiﬁcation ratings and logo on all their content

To organize the world’s information and make it
universally accessible and useful.

What are we dealing with here?
60 trillion web pages
Millions added each minute
159 languages
30,000 apps uploaded everyday on Play store
300 hours of YT videos every minute
6 billion hours watched per month
100 billion searches per month

YouTube: Community Guidelines

YouTube: Flagging Content

Age Restrictions and Country Gating

YouTube: Safety Mode

YouTube: Trusted Flagger Programme
●

Empowering YouTube’s top ﬂaggers with tools to ﬂag more volume, with more
accuracy

●

Through this programme we collaborate with experts, non-proﬁt organisations,
and regular users on keeping the YouTube community safe:

●

○

Invitation only initiative for our most trusted and reliable users

○

Working with users and NGOs

○

Keeping YouTube clean through scalable ﬂagging

Interested joining the program? Email trusted-ﬂagger@youtube.com

Play Store: Ratings

Comparing FPB Ratings Scheme vs Google Play Store

So, what we saying?
●

Need to keep up with trends is there, but piecemeal and stand alone
amendments such as put forward by the FPB are NOT the way to do it

●

Instead of ‘protection’, let us focus more on ‘digital literacy’ and empowerment

●

FPB should consider:
○

Stakeholder consultations

○

Self classiﬁcation models (such as Play Store Ratings)

○

Industry coalition classiﬁcation models (eg ICT Coalition in the EU)

○

Globally harmonised classiﬁcation models (eg
International Age Rating Coalition (IARC) and
Pan European Game Information (PEGI)
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